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Section 230: Why a 25-year-old Law Needs to Keep Up with the Times 

 In 1996, Senator Ron Wyden and Congressman Chris Cox introduced what has been 

hailed as the “twenty-six words that created the internet” (Kossoff 2). Their legislation, Section 

230 of the Communications Decency Act, states that “No provider or user of an interactive 

computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by 

another information content provider” (Title 47, Section 230). The law prevents online 

companies from being held liable for the content they host. However, rapid progress and 

advancements in technology over the last twenty-five years have transformed the internet, 

causing it to be used in ways unimaginable when Section 230 was first passed. Today, Section 

230 is being used as a shield for online companies that host dangerous and even illegal content, 

allowing them to avoid responsibility. The use of Section 230 has strayed so far from its original 

intent that reform is needed. Companies should be required to moderate against illegal content in 

order to be protected by Section 230, rather than leaving moderation as a choice. 

The initial purpose of Section 230 was to protect online companies from liability 

regarding what their users posted, and to protect any moderation efforts. Consequently, Section 

230 protects freedom of expression on the internet by allowing sites to host content regardless of 

how controversial it may be. Wyden and Cox were spurred to draft Section 230 after two major 

cases regarding content liability on the internet: Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe Inc. and Stratton 

Oakmont Inc. v. Prodigy Services Co. Both cases involved the publication of defamatory content 

online. In Cubby, Inc., the Court ruled that CompuServe was not liable for defamation because it 

did not regulate what was published on its site (US District Court, S.D. New York). However, in 

Stratton Oakmont Inc., the Court found Prodigy liable for defamation because it regulated what 

was published by creating content guidelines and attempting to enforce them (New York 
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Supreme Court, Nassau County). The effect of these decisions was a disincentive for companies 

trying to regulate their content: as soon as a company regulated one aspect, they became liable 

for everything. Subsequently, companies would be encouraged to ignore everything posted and 

allow the internet to go unregulated. In response, Section 230 allows online companies to host 

and moderate content without being held liable for it. The “Good Samaritan” clause of Section 

230 allows online companies to moderate their content “in good faith,” to prevent offensive or 

harmful content from appearing on their site (Title 47, Section 230). As a result, companies such 

as Facebook can regulate things such as hate speech, despite it being protected by the First 

Amendment. Furthermore, Section 230 allows companies to break into the online space without 

having to spend excessive resources on moderation. The vast amount of information posted 

online makes it impossible to moderate everything, and Section 230 allows companies to escape 

liability from unrealistic standards. In summary, Section 230 defends companies from lawsuits 

over the content that they host, while giving them the power to attempt regulation.  

 While the passage of Section 230 fostered the growth and success of the internet, in 

recent years it has been misconstrued by companies using it to escape responsibility for hosting 

dangerous and illegal content. In Force v. Facebook, Inc., Facebook was able to claim Section 

230 immunity from hosting terrorist content despite its own guidelines stating they “do not allow 

any organizations or individuals that proclaim a violent mission or are engaged in violence to 

have a presence on Facebook…[including] Terrorist activity” (US Court of Appeals, Second 

Circuit; Facebook Community Standards). Likewise, in Hinton v. Amazon.com.dedc, LLC, eBay 

claimed Section 230 immunity from allowing recalled hunting equipment to be sold on their 

platform (US District Court, S.D. Mississippi). These issues are unrelated to the initial goals of 

Section 230 and instead allow terrorism to spread and for dangerous products to be sold. Had 
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these events occurred offline, companies would certainly face liability. The internet landscape of 

today is drastically different from that of 1996, and Section 230 should be revised to reflect 

changes in internet use and potential for abuse accordingly. 

 To address these issues, Section 230 should only protect companies that moderate their 

content. Currently, the “Good Samaritan” clause gives companies the choice to moderate their 

content or not. This is dangerous because it shields companies from liability, while giving them 

no incentive to moderate their content. As a result, platforms can host or even solicit illegal 

content created by other users and face no liability for their inaction. By protecting only 

companies that moderate their content, it will leave sites devoted towards hosting illegal content 

open to liability. Additionally, moderation expectations should be based on company size and 

number of employees. Companies should be required to devote a fixed percentage of their 

workforce to moderate against illegal content. A bracketing system could be used to require 

companies above a certain size to devote a higher percentage of workers to moderation, while 

smaller companies would devote a lower percentage of workers due to their limited resources. 

Thus, this bracketing system would not be restrictive towards smaller companies. To hold 

companies accountable, companies should collect and release statistics about the results of 

moderation, including the amount of content screened and the amount of content removed. 

Finally, these proposals would not significantly alter the way we use the internet nor prevent 

freedom of expression online because of its similarity to the pre-existing “Good Samaritan” 

clause. These proposals extend what is already being done by making moderation a requirement 

instead of a choice and provide a way to hold companies accountable. By providing Section 230 

protections only to companies that attempt to reduce hosting illegal content, we can create a safer 

internet for all without upending the principles that Section 230 was created to protect. 
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